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NA CAILLEACHA ARE a collective of eight women, all based 
here but coming from Holland, England and Switzerland as 
well as Ireland. � e group comprises six artists, one musician 
and an art writer/curator, bent on exploring ways of work-
ing together, taking stock of collective experience over many 
years. � is includes exploring our attitudes to aging and those 
of the wider community, our bodies, our place in the artworld, 

the personal and the professional: bringing together our skills, 
motivations and – perhaps most importantly – networks, 
to create more opportunities for visual artists, curators and 
multi-disciplinary practitioners. Beyond that, it’s also about 
a better artworld, and highlighting what we are all missing 
when those excluded remain invisible.

With diversity high on everyone’s agenda, we did have 
concerns about allegations of tokenism. We’re quite clear that 
this resource supports those artists who are politically mar-
ginalised (rather than, for example, geographically). Equally, 
no marginalised person wants to be treated as monolithic – 
invited to talk or make work only about your marginalisa-
tion, packaging the subject matter of otherness, or explaining 
the validity of your existence to the non-marginalised. But 
what if we didn’t do all of that talking? Moreover, what if 
we only talked, and didn’t act? � e problem with diversity is 
structural, in how the � eld is organised to be heavily reliant 
on social contacts. We speci� cally wanted to do work that 
detours around those conventions, and the curators who 
responded con� rmed that they were looking to diversify and 
simply didn’t have accessible resources to do so. � ere is work 
to do on this island, and Angelica is one of our contributions 
to that work. 

Angelica isn’t funded, or even an organisation. We’re just 
two tired women, with a view to challenging and growing the 
sector and supporting great people along the way. Bringing 
Angelica together was a collaborative e� ort, and we are grate-
ful to all of those who o� ered support and suggestions, and to 
our designer Natali for translating our mission so beautifully. 
In the � rst instance, we reached out through our island-wide 
peer networks to gather the names and contact details of art-
ists that we could and should approach, then sought permis-
sion from the artists to share their details online. Many iden-
ti� ed with our goals. Some did not. But no one felt that it was 
unnecessary or wished us anything but luck. We’re not being 
paid; nor are we paying the artists. We want you to pay them. 

� ere are no stakeholders or quotas or engagement � gures. 
Nor is Angelica a curated resource; if you’re in, you’re in. As 
of late November 2020, there are 24 visual artists, curators 
and multidisciplinary practitioners on the list. � e Angelica 
Instagram account features artist pro� les, takeovers and live 
events, as well as a series of artists’ opportunities, and words or 
provocations from our mission statement, designed to initiate 
conversation about language, identity and representation. 

We encourage you to spend some time with the list, and 
then on the artists’ websites or social media accounts; there is 
more diversity in their practices, approaches, motivations and 
backgrounds than can be meaningfully represented here, and 
they do that much better than we do.  

So far, Angelica seems to be working. Our earliest 
approaches to other curators re� ected a genuine interest and 
enthusiastic, cross-border commitment to inclusion. Individ-
ual artists from the list have been approached by curators, 
programmers and � gures from other artforms; we’ve heard 
this from both sides. More recently, we have been approached 
by a handful of larger institutions, on both sides of the border, 
who have proposed projects with the Angelica artists. Some 
of these will become visible in early 2021, and we’ll share the 
details as they emerge. 

� e Angelica website invites your participation – either 
as an artist or an advocate (angelica.network). You can also 
engage with us on Instagram (angelica.network). As well as 
all the talking and doing, we’re also listening. 

Jane Morrow is a curator, writer and researcher 
based in Belfast and cofounder of the Angelica 
network. Resourcing, nurturing and profi ling artists’ 
practices has been a longstanding facet of her work. 
She is also interested in infrastructure, working 
across network and production contexts. 
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how we relate to our cultures and heritage and our experience 
of pandemic-related isolation. In that context, we were lucky 
enough to spend a month together at the Ballinglen Arts 
Foundation in September, where we formed a pod and could 
interact freely among ourselves. 

In Ballinglen we made music, paintings, drawings, a per-
formance, began a print portfolio, a documentary � lm and 
started our blog. Our daily activities were regularly rounded 
o�  with a programme of after-dinner discussions on issues 
that are important to us, covering a wide range of topics from 
pleasure and friendship, to fear and isolation. Although we 
hadn’t all known each other before we arrived in Ballinglen, 
we were pleased to discover that we could all work, talk and 
share music together from the � rst day. And although we had 
no set plan, we quickly found ourselves reacting to each oth-
er’s work, taking the opportunity to participate in cross-over 
sessions between Carole Nelson’s ruminations on the saxo-
phone and our charcoal responses, exchanging skill sets.

We presented some of this in four public afternoon-tea 
events in Ballinglen and a panel discussion in Ballina. We 
also plan to exhibit some of the work that has come out of 
our interactions with the landscape, history and community 
in North Mayo, in venues in Tipperary and Wexford, starting 
with the nationwide screening of the documentary during 
Bealtaine and an exhibition and symposium at South Tipper-
ary Arts Centre in Clonmel. We are now planning a thematic 
project for a return residency at Ballinglen this June.

We have called ourselves Na Cailleacha, the Irish word 
meaning witches or hags. We want to explore our 500 years of 
experience of being creative women in a collective way. In this 
endeavour, we will be doing what women have always done – 
working, sharing and supporting, arguing and debating with 
each other, owning our space and claiming our visibility.

As outlined in our mission statement: We intend to align 
the strengths we have gained as older women artists with the 
history, mythology and landscape of the locations where we 
work, to produce a body of work that is empowering, imagi-
native and stimulating for us to make, and to share with com-
munities around Ireland. 

As of now, Na Cailleacha are busy on a number of projects 
begun in Ballinglen. Painter and performance artist, Patricia 
Hurl, and her partner, � erry Rudin, a painter and � lmmaker, 
are making and � lming a new performance; Helen Comer-
ford, a painter and educator, is making a new body of encaus-
tic paintings which will be joined by oak gall drawings and 
paintings by Maria Levinge; composer and musician, Car-
ole Nelson, has been composing vignettes in response to the 
sense of depth and breadth in the North Mayo landscape and 
working with Barbara Freeman (painter and new media art-
ist) who is looking at skin – both human and environmental; 
Gerda Teljeur, whose work explores the linear potential and 
energy of ink on paper, inspires us all with the modesty of 
her medium and its transformation when used for large scale 
work; and I hover, parasitically, around the group, attempting 
to make sense as an art historian and curator of these emerg-
ing collaborations and relationships across arts practices and 
disciplines. 

We have been back from Ballinglen since the end of Sep-
tember, isolated now in studios and workrooms in Belfast, 
Dublin, rural Tipperary, Kilkenny, Carlow and Wexford, 
praising providence for the internet, which allows us to share 
work across distances. We are determined to sustain all the 
bene� ts of mutual support, argument and critical debate that 
we enjoyed when we were able to work together. We need 
to keep the pressure on, as we prepare for exhibitions in 
Clonmel, Wexford, Roscrea and Ballinglen in 2021 and the 
nationwide launch of our documentary � lm during the Beal-
taine Festival next May.

Catherine Marshall is a curator and art writer, former 
head of Collections at IMMA and co-editor of Art and 
Architecture of Ireland, Twentieth Century (2014).
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